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The Six-Minute Solution, Sopris West

Is it cold or hot outside today? We often rely on a thermometer (to) let us know the

temperature.  Temperature (is) a measure of how hot or (cold) something is.  Many factors

influence the (outside) temperature.  At certain times of the (year), the sun is closer to our 

(part) of the earth.  During these times, (the) sun warms the earth, and the (temperature) is

higher.  At other times of (the) year, our part of the earth (is) tilted away from the sun.  then 

(the) temperature is colder.  Cloud cover can (also) influence temperature.  If there are a (few)

clouds, the temperature is higher.  Being (close) to water is another factor.  The (air) near the

water is cooler than (the) inland air.  Air high up in (the) mountains is cooler than the desert 

(air).  Winds affect temperature as well.  When (strong) winds blow, they usually help cool 

(the) air.  However, if there is a (strong) wind blowing in from the hot (desert), it will warm up

the air. 

(Meteorologists) are people who study the weather.  (They) use thermometers to measure the

outside (air).  But there are other kinds of (thermometers) as well.  Thermometers are also

used (to) determine a person’s body temperature.  (Human) beings have a normal body

temperature (of) 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit.  Variations from this body (temperature) can mean

that a person is (ill).  Chemists may use thermometers to check (the) temperature of a

scientific solution.  The (temperature) of the solution can make a (difference) in a scientist’s

research findings.  (Chefs) and bakers use thermometers in their (work).  Meat thermometers

indicate whether food is (cooked) well enough to eat.  Candy thermometers (are) used to help

pastry chefs create (perfect) sweets.  Thermometers measure many kinds of (things)!  
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Is it cold or hot outside today? We often rely on a thermometer (these, use, to) let us know the

temperature.  Temperature (chefs, mountains, is) a measure of how hot or (it, that, cold)

something is.  Many factors influence the (outside, food, thermometers) temperature.  At

certain times of the (year, how, meteorologists), the sun is closer to our (part, warm, chefs)

of the earth.  During these times, (desert, the, is) sun warms the earth, and the (temperature,

mean, to) is higher.  At other times of (the, year, meat) year, our part of the earth (is, have,

colder) tilted away from the sun.  then (the, study, and) temperature is colder.  Cloud cover

can (know, also, air) influence temperature.  If there are a (during, certain, few) clouds, the

temperature is higher.  Being (or, outside, close) to water is another factor.  The (on, air, if)

near the water is cooler than (can, the, away) inland air.  Air high up in (another, factor, the)

mountains is cooler than the desert (air, often, thermometer).  Winds affect temperature as

well.  When (temperature, strong, fahrenheit) winds blow, they usually help cool (candy, of,

the) air.  However, if there is a (sweets, strong, however) wind blowing in from the hot (who,

desert, than), it will warm up the air. 

(Are, Meteorologists, Blow) are people who study the weather.  (Winds, Perfect, They) use

thermometers to measure the outside (high, air, pastry).  But there are other kinds of 

(thermometers, research, today) as well.  Thermometers are also used (to, may, scientist)

determine a person’s body temperature.  (Human, We, The) beings have a normal body

temperature (things, of, let) 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit.  Variations from this body (temperature,

affect, sun) can mean that a person is (help, ill, then).  Chemists may use thermometers to

check (the, at, weather) temperature of a scientific solution.  The (indicate, temperature,

strong) of the solution can make a (will, chemists, difference) in a scientist’s research

findings.  (Eat, Chefs, Higher) and bakers use thermometers in their (cover, work, a).  Meat

thermometers indicate whether food is (enough, cooked, difference) well enough to eat. 

Candy thermometers (inland, are, something) used to help pastry chefs create (measure,
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from, perfect)sweets.  Thermometers measure many kinds of (warms, body, things)!  
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